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QUARTERLY COMMENTARY

MARKET OVERVIEW 

Never a Dull Moment

Despite a late-quarter shock to the banking sector, U.S. equities were broadly 
higher for the first three months of the year. The S&P 500® Index posted gains 
for a second consecutive quarter, returning 7.50%. The NASDAQ Composite 
Index was the standout—posting a return of 16.77% (price return), which 
marked the best first quarter since 1998 (16.90%, price return). The market 
pricing for the elusive Fed “pivot” in 2H23 provided a tailwind for Big Tech 
and other growth/long-duration assets. The Russell 2000® Value Index was 
the only benchmark across the major size and style segments to end the 
quarter in negative territory, -0.66%, given its outsized exposure to regional 
banks. 

The resilient equity market performance was overshadowed by the turmoil 
that unfolded in the banking sector in early March. Several high-profile bank 
failures (Silicon Valley Bank [SIVB], Signature Bank [SBNY], and Silvergate 
Capital [SI]) reverberated throughout the financial system. Around-the-clock 
media coverage and fear of contagion evoked memories of 2008; however, 
market observers were quick to point to why the current crisis was different. 
Regulators reacted swiftly to backstop deposits at SIVB and SBNY and help 
contain further deposit flight. The Fed also established a new emergency 
liquidity facility to provide banks with alternative sources of funds if needed. 
Nevertheless, bank stocks remained under pressure given the rapid demise 
of SIVB and SBNY. 

The banking turmoil has placed the Fed between a rock and a hard place. 

While disinflation trends are gaining traction in certain segments of the 
economy, a robust nonfarm job report in January and stubborn inflation in 
the services sector led Chairman Powell to hint at possibly accelerating the 
pace of rate hikes (50 bps) at the March FOMC meeting. However, since the 
meeting landed amid the banking turmoil, the Fed settled on 25 bps. The 
Fed’s decision to hike despite the banking sector woes surprised some and 
amplified the probability of a “hard” landing. 

As the quarter closed, banking contagion fears have waned. Nevertheless, 
investors must grapple with an already uncertain economic backdrop that 
suddenly became even murkier late in the quarter. With the potential for 
multiple competing outcomes, it behooves investors to anticipate further 
equity market volatility. Mr. Market has once again reminded investors that 
the only thing that is certain in the investing profession is more uncertainty.

PERFORMANCE BY SIZE AND STYLE

Large-cap equities outpaced both mid- and small-cap equities during the 
first quarter of 2023. Large-cap equities, as measured by the S&P 500® 
Index and the Russell 1000® Index, posted returns of 7.50% and 7.46%, 
respectively. Mid-cap equities, as measured by the Russell Midcap® Index, 
returned 4.06% during the quarter, while small-cap stocks, as measured by 
the Russell 2000® Index, returned 2.74%. Broken down by style, growth 
outpaced value within each of the three major size segments. Specifically, for 
mid-caps, the Russell Midcap® Growth Index returned 9.14%, outpacing its 
value counterpart, which returned 1.32%.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Sycamore Capital’s Mid Cap Value investment team employs a disciplined, bottom-up, fundamental process to invest in what we believe are better 
businesses that trade at a discount to the team’s estimate of intrinsic value and possess fundamental drivers that may narrow the valuation gap. By investing 
in businesses that exhibit these attributes, we seek to minimize downside risk without sacrificing the upside potential. 

• The Victory Sycamore Established Value Fund (A Shares without sales charge) modestly outperformed the Russell Midcap® Value Index during the 
first quarter of 2023.

• For the quarter, sector allocation was the primary driver of relative outperformance. Stock selection partially offset the favorable impact of allocation 
for the period. Sector weighting is a by-product of the bottom-up stock selection process.

Fund and Market Performance – 1Q 2023Russell Midcap® Value Index Sector Returns – 1Q 2023

Past performance does not guarantee future results. See the final page for standardized performance. Source: Zephyr & FactSet.
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PORTFOLIO ATTRIBUTION – FIRST QUARTER

The Victory Sycamore Established Value Fund (A Shares without sales 
charge) modestly outperformed the Russell Midcap® Value Index during the 
first quarter of 2023. 

For the quarter, sector allocation was the primary driver of relative 
outperformance. Stock selection partially offset the favorable impact of 
allocation for the period. Index returns were positive across eight of the 11 
major economic sectors, with six outpacing the broader Russell Midcap® 
Value Index. Information Technology was the top-performing sector, returning 
11.98%. Not surprisingly, Financials was the worst-performing sector for the 
quarter, posting a return of -8.01%.

Specifically, for the portfolio, an underweight in Financials (the worst-
performing sector), Energy and Utilities, as well as an overweight in Materials, 
contributed to relative outperformance for the quarter. Stock selection in 
Financials, Consumer Discretionary and Materials also contributed to relative 
return. Conversely, stock selection in Industrials was the largest detractor 
from relative performance; however, an overweight in the sector partially offset 
the negative impact of selection. Furthermore, stock selection in Information 
Technology, Real Estate, Consumer Staples and Communication Services 
also detracted from relative return. However, an overweight in Information 
Technology (the top-performing sector) partially offset the unfavorable impact 
of selection. An underweight in Communication Services was also a drag on 
performance.

TOP CONTRIBUTORS – FIRST QUARTER

Skyworks Solutions, Inc. (SWKS), a leader in the semi-RF market, was 
the top contributor for the quarter. SWKS reported fiscal year 1Q23 results 
that were in line but “better-than-feared.” Smartphone weakness impacted 
results as customers continued to right-size inventory levels. However, 
management expects an inflection later in the year based on new design 
wins. A key takeaway from the quarter was management’s commentary 
around capex. After years of high capital intensity, capex will moderate 
as the company shifts from the investment to the utilization and efficiency 
phase. Therefore, free cash flow should inflect higher. The company also 
announced a $2 billion buyback program, signaling their belief that shares 
are undervalued. Our long-term thesis for SWKS remains intact. BorgWarner 
Inc. (BWA), a global supplier of components for automotive powertrain 
and drivetrain applications, reported 4Q22 results that beat expectations. 
Management attributed the solid results to the ongoing growth in EV-related 
products, which was evidenced by two new product wins. The company 
has reached an inflection point and is in a position to achieve breakeven 
profitability after years of investment in its EV R&D initiatives. BWA remains  
well-positioned to benefit from the electrification trends that are intensifying 
globally. Reliance Steel & Aluminum Co. (RS), the largest metals services 
and processor in North America, was also a top contributor. The company 
reported solid 4Q22 results that beat management’s internal guidance and 
consensus estimates. RS is benefiting from a rebound in steel prices, while 

end-market demand remains robust especially across their nonresidential, 
military and defense segments. The better-than-expected quarterly results 
and outlook highlight the resiliency of RS’s business model. Aptiv PLC 
(APTV), a pure-play auto supplier that designs and manufactures electric 
and electronic components as well as active safety technology solutions for 
the global automobile industry, also reported 4Q22 results that were better 
than expected. The company achieved record bookings for 2022, and FY23 
guidance implies a similar level of activity. Supply chain headwinds due 
to COVID-related shutdowns in China were a slight drag on performance 
during the quarter; however, the supply chain is expected to improve moving 
forward. Management’s FY23 guidance was perceived to be conservative 
by some investors. This potentially sets up the company for a beat-and-
raise year, in our view. Like many of its global auto components supplier 
peers, APTV has experienced a bumpy road since the pandemic due to 
supply chain headwinds and component shortages. However, things appear 
to be improving and APTV is well-positioned to capitalize on the growth 
in EV/autonomous and advanced safety trends. Our long-term thesis for 
APTV remains unchanged. Last on the top contributors list was Cooper 
Companies, Inc. (COO). Cooper is a global medical technology company 
focused on the vision correction, fertility, obstetrics and gynecology fields. 
COO reported fiscal year 1Q23 results that were ahead of expectations. 
Management also boosted its guidance outlook for the year, driven by a 
favorable outlook for the contact lens market. COO’s differentiated myopia 
management soft contact lens has positioned the company for future market 
share gains and sets COO up for a multi-year margin expansion opportunity. 
Our thesis for COO remains unchanged at this time.

TOP DETRACTORS – FIRST QUARTER

Not surprising, two of the top detractors for the quarter were bank holdings. 
Zions Bancorp. (ZION) and Prosperity Bancshares, Inc. (PB) declined in 
sympathy with Regional Banks peers. Collectively, the group declined 28.1% 
during the quarter. Within the benchmark, 24 out of 26 Regional Banks 
underperformed the broader market index. A more detailed discussion on 
banks is provided in the closing section of this commentary. Alexandria Real 
Estate Equities, Inc. (ARE), a pure-play Life Sciences REIT, rallied to start 
the year, but shares came under pressure when news broke regarding SIVB’s 
failure. Investor concerns were valid, given that SIVB was a key lending 
partner to VC-backed technology and life sciences startups. However, we 
believe that the sell-off was overdone. Despite being the go-to landlord for 
the Life Sciences ecosystem, ARE had very little direct exposure to SIVB. 
It was a case of guilt by association for ARE’s shares. Our thesis for ARE 
remains intact. Leidos Holdings, Inc. (LDOS) is a provider of IT services 
to the government, health care and engineering end markets. The company 
reported 4Q22 results that were ahead of consensus estimates, driven by 
strength in the Civil and Health segments. We believe shares were weak 
for several reasons. While the company’s backlog remains robust, the FY23 
guidance was slightly below expectations. Fears of a government shutdown 
also injected some headline risk into the picture. During a shutdown, projects 

Performance Attribution Relative to the Russell Midcap® Value Index – 1Q 2023

Positive Contributors Negative Contributors

Stock Selection & Underweight in Financials  Stock Selection in Industrials; partially offset by overweight

Stock Selection & Overweight in Materials Underweight & Stock Selection in Communication Services

Underweight in Energy Stock Selection in Real Estate

Stock Selection in Consumer Discretionary Stock Selection in Consumer Staples

Underweight in Utilities Stock Selection in Information Technology; partially offset by overweight

Source: FactSet.
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deemed “nonessential” are generally halted and employees could be 
furloughed. Management messaged that they are developing a contingency 
plan for a potential shutdown. Despite the noise, we continue to believe that 
LDOS is a compelling long-term investment opportunity. Shares of Property 
& Casualty insurer Allstate Corp. (ALL) have been under pressure this year. 
While the company’s 4Q22 results were in line with expectations, elevated 
loss trends have likely weighed on the share price. We also suspect that 
Insurance companies traded in sympathy with the overall Financials sector 
during the quarter. ALL implemented rate increases in 2022 (although the 
company was behind the curve) that should help offset loss cost trends. Only 
a portion of the rate increase was earned in 2022, with the majority expected 
to be realized in 2023. Management’s rate initiatives position the company to 
achieve profitability as the auto insurance cycle troughs. We continue to hold 
ALL, but the investment thesis remains under review given the challenging 
operating backdrop.

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Something Was Bound to Break 

Financial system distress was not on the radar of many investors heading 
into the year. Most were focused on economic data and the Fed’s response 
to those readings. Inflation remained a key focus, with some marginal 
improvement in some segments of the economy. The resilient labor market 
was another area of focus given its likely influence on Fed policy trajectory. 
With the Fed essentially behind the curve in responding to the highest inflation 
prints since the 1980s, it was forced to embark on a rapid tightening campaign. 
The short-term policy rate spiked by 450 bps in a 12-month period. History 
reminds us that when the Fed aggressively tightens, something in the system 
generally breaks (Illustration 1). It’s doubtful that anyone could have predicted 
the demise of Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank and the reverberations 
felt across the Banking system. However, it would be unreasonable to think 
that there would be no repercussions to the dramatic swings in policy over the 
past couple of years. Recent developments were not anticipated and inject 
another element of risk into an already murky economic narrative. However, 
we believe that we are not currently faced with a 2008-like financial crisis. This 
warrants digging further into the origins of the recent banking turmoil.

Slap in the Face… But This Is Not 2008 

On March 9, echoes of 2008 reverberated through the financial markets 
when clients of SIVB tried to withdraw $42 billion of deposits. Consequently, 
investors were left pondering whether this was the beginning of a financial 
crisis akin to 2008. The origins of the latest turmoil are different from what 
ultimately led to banking upheaval during the global financial crisis (GFC). 
During the GFC, the banking sector succumbed to years of risky and 
“predatory” lending practices fueled by cheap credit. Banks became exposed 
to asset-backed structured products such as CDOs and CLOs which invested 
in the risky subprime market. Many of these instruments were worthless and 

would eventually become the epicenter of the financial crisis. Since the end 
of the GFC, tighter bank regulations and more prudent lending standards 
have bolstered banks’ balance sheets. Asset quality has improved because 
of more stringent underwriting practices. Banks in general have been more 
selective and have made fewer overall loans. Furthermore, excess deposits 
have been invested primarily in fixed income securities (Treasuries and 
mortgage-backed securities). Collectively, banks today are less exposed to 
the risky types of instruments that ultimately led to the demise of high-profile 
financial institutions during the GFC. In addition, American households today 
are generally better off financially than they were during the GFC. For example, 
Illustration 2 depicts that U.S. households’ total and mortgage debt service 
ratios have declined meaningfully since peaking in 2008. While the outcome 
from the latest bank failures remains uncertain, banks today are generally 
better positioned to withstand shocks. The issues with SIVB, however, have 
revealed that banks are confronted with interest and duration risks stemming 
from rapidly rising short rates.

SIVB: An Isolated Case in an Insular Circle  

Low interest rates over the past several years fueled record levels of funding 
for venture capital (VC) and private equity (PE) backed startups. Given 
heightened digital adoption and focus on life science/health care during the 
pandemic, most of these startups operated within SIVB’s sphere of influence. 
Consequently, SIVB became a key lending partner to the VC/PE ecosystem 
in Silicon Valley. For the two-year period ended December 31, 2022, SIVB’s 
deposits ballooned by 70% to $173 billion. That made the bank the 16th 
largest in the U.S. In search of more attractive yields, SIVB management 
invested over three-quarters of its deposit growth into fixed-rate, long-dated 
Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities. However, the longer-duration 
securities created a duration risk for its portfolio. 

While all banks aspire to attract deposits, the stability of the deposit base 
matters. SIVB was unique among its regional bank peers. The bank was 
mainly exposed to a concentrated deposit base (startup ecosystem) with a  

Illustration 1: The Federal (Fed) Funds Effective Rate Over Time

Source: Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) and NBER. As of March 31, 2023. Data compiled and analyzed by Sycamore Capital. The federal funds effective rate shown is a monthly average.
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Illustration 2: U.S. Households’ Total and Mortgage Debt Service Ratio 
1980 Through 2022
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high cash burn rate. The average deposit balance was over $1M and well 
above the FDIC’s $250,000 guarantee threshold. Additionally, over 85% of its 
total deposits were uninsured—meaningfully exceeding the banking sector 
average of approximately 40%. As the tech and biotech sectors experienced 
a slowdown in 2022 and into 2023, SIVB’s deposit growth slowed and client 
withdrawals intensified. In response to a softening 1Q23 and FY2023 outlook, 
the bank sold $21 billion of its securities portfolio with an average yield of 
1.79%. Management’s goal was to reinvest the proceeds in higher-yielding 
short-duration Treasuries. However, the bank incurred a $1.8 billion loss given 
the duration mismatch within its securities portfolio. 

The failure of Silvergate Capital, similar deposit outflow issues at Signature Bank 
and the ubiquitous media coverage exacerbated the situation and intensified 
the bank run. Similar to SIVB, SBNY and SI also had a unique deposit base. 
SI, a California-based bank, was mainly exposed to the crypto market. SBNY 
had a deposit profile similar to that of SIVB. The bank’s uninsured deposits 
were approximately 90% as of year-end 2022. Furthermore, the average 
account size exceeded $500K, which is much higher than a typical account 
at other regional banks. 

To assuage concerns and preserve financial stability, regulators moved quickly. 
The “systematic risk exception” rule was triggered to guarantee all deposits 
(insured and uninsured) at SIVB and SBNY regardless of account size. The 
FDIC also took receivership of the bank through a newly created entity called 
the Deposit Insurance National Bank of Santa Clara. Furthermore, the Fed 
opened the Bank Term Funding Program (BTFP)—a lending facility that 
allowed banks to pledge Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities at par. 
Additionally, the Fed adjusted its discount window (for short-term emergency 
loans) to help banks manage their liquidity risks. As the crisis unfolded, it 
became evident that regulators understood the gravity of the situation and 
acted swiftly to prevent the crisis from getting out of hand. 

While we believe new risks have emerged that necessitate assessment, we 
believe that SIVB was a unique case and the bank’s demise will likely not 
trigger a widespread financial crisis. In hindsight, there were probably red 
flags that, if addressed, could have thwarted this debacle. SIVB grew too 
fast. Its deposit base was highly concentrated and likely mostly composed of 
institutional or high-net-worth clients, thereby exposing the bank to a higher 
degree of deposit runnability. The percentage of uninsured deposits was 
uncomfortably high. The bank’s asset-liability management (ALM) could have 
been more robust. All these attributes unique to SIVB could have possibly 
foreshadowed an ensuing implosion. Yet, it behooves us to recall a quote 
by Warren Buffett, who has reminded his investors on several occasions in 
the past that “you only find out who is swimming naked when the tide goes 
out.” Said differently, at times one may not fully appreciate the issues lingering 
underneath the surface at a company until it is too late.

Not All Banks Are Created Equal 

As the banking turmoil unfolded, we believe that overall press coverage was 
mostly focused on the potential for an industry-wide bank run. However, 
less focus was given to the fact that not all banks are created equal. We 
believe it is valuable for investors to acknowledge this, given the fluidity of 
the situation. Clearly, SIVB, SBNY and SI possessed unique attributes that 
are not representative of other regional banks. Their deposit base was 
highly concentrated and less stable. We believe that two primary attributes 
constitute deposit stability: guaranteed FDIC insurance coverage and 
depositors’ dependence on “other” bank services. 

Regarding the first, it is widely understood that the FDIC only insures bank 
deposits up to $250K. Both SIVB and SBNY had a large proportion of 
depositor accounts exceeding the $250K threshold. In our opinion, this makes 
a bank more susceptible to deposit flight, which is what transpired at SIVB 
and SBNY given their outsized exposure to institutional and high-net-worth 

depositors. By contrast, other regional banks are generally more exposed to 
retail depositors with account sizes under the $250K FDIC-insured threshold. 
Thus, a diversified, more granular deposit base is perceived to be more stable.

Dependency on a bank’s “other” services also creates a stable deposit base. 
We are mindful that digital channel banking is gaining traction especially 
among the younger generation, but we still believe that banking is a 
relationship business. This is especially true in certain geographic locations 
with a lower concentration of tech and financial services related jobs. Banking 
services such as mortgage financing, home equity loans, construction loans, 
credit and debit cards, and safe-deposit boxes are some examples that help 
foster a more stable deposit base. Other more complex services catered to 
small businesses such as direct deposit, custody, and cash management also 
expose banks to a more stable deposit base. That’s partly why banks pay little 
to no interest on deposit accounts given some of the services that depositors 
can tap into. However, depositors with non-operating accounts such as those 
at SIVB and SBNY are generally not reliant on other bank services, thereby 
amplifying the potential for deposit flight.

In addition to a bank’s deposit franchise, the underwriting “culture” helps 
set banks apart. Some banks differentiate themselves by employing more 
stringent lending practices. Others have a history of loose underwriting 
practices. This matters during periods of economic uncertainty. The point is 
that while the banking sector is currently confronted with some headwinds 
that are collectively impacting the entire sector, acknowledging that not all 
banks are the same will help investors differentiate when making investment 
decisions.

Peeling Back the Onion  

The genesis of the current financial system strains is arguably rooted in the 
hyper-stimulus period over the past couple of years. Highly accommodative 
monetary and fiscal policy resulted in a surge in bank deposits (Illustration 3). 
Banks had limited options to put the growing deposit base to work. Lending 
was one option; however, loan growth during and after the pandemic was 
never robust. They could have run higher cash balances, which was not a 
viable option since rates were effectively zero. Instead, banks decided to 
purchase Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities. With rates at record 
low levels, the securities were purchased at high valuations. Therein lies the 
problem. The Fed’s latest tightening campaign, which is the most aggressive 
in decades (Illustration 4), has created unintended consequences for 
banks. First, banks currently are confronted with unrealized losses on their 
investment portfolios (Illustration 5) as the Fed has adjusted rates upward. 
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As a refresher, the market price of existing bonds declines as rates rise. That 
could become a problem if banks are forced to sell securities to meet client 
withdrawals. Second, higher short rates and tightening financial conditions 
have resulted in bank deposit flight into higher yielding short-term instruments 
(Illustration 6) and money market funds. Illustration 7 illustrates the significant 
divergence between yields on checking/saving accounts and money market 
funds. Obviously, this makes the decision to move funds out of bank deposit 
accounts for yield-seeking depositors simple. That’s partly why there are 
widespread concerns about deposit runnability. 

Understandably, there is fear about contagion, but contagion is not a “rational” 
fear in our view. It’s difficult to model or predict. The behavior of bank clients 
is also unpredictable, especially with digital channel banking capabilities 
(internet and mobile banking). Customers can move funds at the click of a 
button. While it remains unclear how this eventually plays out, some of it likely 
corrects on its own. If economic growth stalls, and inflation falls, short rates 
should also trend lower. As rates decline, the unrealized losses (a key focus) 
on a bank’s securities portfolio will improve and the rate differential between 
checking/saving accounts and money market funds will converge. As of this 
writing, concerns over the state of the banking system have eased; however, 
there are some emerging risks that keep us cautious on the sector.

Not Out of the Woods Yet 

While the failures of SIVB, SBNY and SI seem to be presently contained, there 
are some spillover effects that could result in added stress for the banking 
sector. Market participants often look to history in search of parallels as a 
form of guidance. The latest banking sector turmoil resembles the savings & 
loan (S&L) crisis in the mid-1980s, which set the foundation for the recession 
in the early 1990s. While both share similar characteristics, there are also 
differences that are noteworthy. 

Several developments likely led to the S&L crisis; however, the main culprit 
was the higher interest rate regime in the late 1970s and early 1980s. At 
the time, S&L institutions borrowed short through deposits and underwrote 
long maturities mainly through fixed-rate mortgages at relatively low rates. 
Additionally, the rates that S&Ls could offer their depositors were set by the 
government, and were well below the yields depositors were able to receive 
elsewhere. When rates spiked, deposit flight ensued, creating a traditional 
“run on the bank” scenario given the low levels of liquidity. 

Deregulation ended up lifting the cap rates on deposits to help S&Ls maintain 
their funding source. However, deposit rates ended up being higher than the 
yield on the mortgages on their books. Consequently, the S&Ls incurred losses 
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Securities Since 2008
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Cumulative Flows (BIL, SHV) Fed Funds Effective Rate

Flows Into ST ETFs 
Accelerated When 
Fed Began Hiking

Source: Morningstar Direct and Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED). Data compiled and an-
alyzed by Sycamore Capital. The SPDR® Bloomberg 1-3 Month T-Bill ETF and the iShares Short 
Treasury Bond ETF are used in this analysis to represent cumulative flows of ultra short-term ETFs.

Illustration 6: Cumulative Flows of Ultra Short-Term Bond ETFs vs. Fed 
Funds Rate Since January 2021
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Source: Bloomberg and Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED). As of March 31, 2023. Data com-
piled and analyzed by Sycamore Capital. Money market yield data includes all U.S. money market 
funds with an S&P Global Rating of AAA or AA.

Illustration 7: Deposit Rates vs. Money Market Fund Yields
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on the negative interest rate spreads (i.e., the asset/liability mismatch). As the 
crisis unfolded and lasted into the mid-1990s, over 1,000 S&Ls collapsed. 

Today, the smaller banks face a dilemma that’s somewhat similar to that faced 
by the S&L institutions a couple decades prior. Unless banks begin offering 
more competitive rates, the ongoing bleed-out of deposits could continue. 
Illustration 3 illustrates the decline in bank deposits and the flows into money 
market funds since the Fed began their tightening campaign in March 2022. 
However, a key difference today is that most of the assets on bank balance 
sheets are weighted toward variable rate loans (not the 30-year fixed-rate 
mortgages S&L institutions had on their books). Therefore, banks will likely 
not face the asset/liability mismatch that ultimately led to the demise of 
many S&Ls. While there are similarities to the S&L crisis, the composition of 
assets on bank balance sheets today coupled with the various mechanisms 
regulators have created to source liquidity makes the potential for widespread 
bank failures a low-probability outcome. 

One other area of concern for smaller banks is their exposure to commercial real 
estate (CRE). Small banks make up the lion’s share of loans to the commercial 
real estate market. It’s estimated that commercial real estate accounts for 
over 40% of the loans outstanding for smaller banks. Since the GFC, larger 
G-SIBs (global systemically important banks) have been more regulated than 
smaller banks (smaller banks have lower capital adequacy ratios and liquidity 
requirements). This permitted them to engage (arguably) in a form of regulatory 
arbitrage. Over the past several years, small banks’ loans to the CRE industry 
have swelled. One estimate puts smaller bank exposure to CRE at more than 
double ($1.9 trillion) the $0.9 trillion for large banks. With the CRE industry (and 
particularly Office) facing some meaningful headwinds and depreciating values, 
the risk for a potential negative feedback loop has emerged. 

If banks tighten their lending standards and are less reluctant to make loans 
to the CRE market, default and delinquency rates could rise. More stringent 
lending practices can also impact discovery value, which eventually impacts 
transaction volumes. Illustration 8 shows that lending standards were already 
tightening even before the SIVB fiasco. In combination with a decline in broad 
money due to Fed quantitative tightening (QT), this could reduce economic 
growth, and ultimately end in a credit “crunch” not only for the CRE market 
but also for the overall economy. Although broad market implications of 
tighter lending standards are still unclear, the CRE market is a segment of the 
economy that could be adversely impacted by the collateral damage from the 
latest banking turmoil. 

Finally, another reason to be cautious on the banking sector is that it is facing a 
crisis in confidence. It is difficult to diagnose the outcome of the latest financial 
system strains. However, banks are likely to come under further regulatory 
scrutiny. Furthermore, they are likely to face a wave of downgrades as Wall 
Street tries to assess the potential spillover effects. Therefore, sentiment on 
banks could remain washed out for some time. Many of us in the industry 
have encountered the adage at some point in our careers to “buy when there 
is blood in the streets.” While that might hold true under some circumstances, 
we think the current predicament requires more patience. We received 
numerous questions since SIVB made headlines on whether we are adding 
to the group given the dislocation. Given the fluidity of the situation and the 
many known unknowns that are unanalyzable from a bottom-up perspective, 
we’ve taken a more cautious approach despite the volatile price action. As 
Illustration 9 depicts, Banks meaningfully underperformed the broader market 
during the quarter. The moral hazard issue confronting the banking sector is 
partly to blame. 
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U.S. Recession Indicator Real M1 Growth % of Banks Tightening

Source: Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) and NBER. As of March 31, 2023. Data 
compiled and analyzed by Sycamore Capital.

Illustration 8: Real M1 Growth vs. Percent of Banks Tightening
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Illustration 10: Yield Spreads & Recessions Through Time

Source: FactSet and NBER. As of March 31, 2023. Data compiled and analyzed by Sycamore Capital.
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Illustration 9: Year-to-Date Performance of Major Indices vs. Banks
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We suspect that sentiment on bank stocks will not improve until there is 
greater clarity into: 1) severity of deposit flight; 2) impact on bank lending 
behavior; 3) degree of future margin erosion; 4) trajectory of Fed policy; 5) 
potential regulatory changes; and 6) whether banks will be forced to sell 
assets (although we believe banks have other means to source liquidity, such 
as tapping into the Fed’s discount window and accessing liquidity facilities 
such as the BTFP and Federal Home Loan Banks).

Flavor of the Day: “Soft,” “No” or “Hard” Landing  

Ever since the Fed kick-started its hiking campaign, there’s been ongoing 
debate on whether the Fed can engineer a “soft” landing. In our view, it is 
becoming increasingly more difficult for the Fed to achieve a soft landing 
especially with the latest stresses in the banking sector. Until the banking 
turmoil erupted in March, most market participants were anticipating a 50 
bps rate hike given Fed Chair Powell’s hawkish tone earlier in the month. The 
blowout January nonfarm employment report (which registered 517K versus 
the 185K consensus) coupled with “sticky” inflation in the services segment 
of the economy has put the Fed in a precarious position. The Fed’s objective 
is to moderate growth by employing a restrictive monetary policy. Given that 
the Fed is relying on coincident and lagging indicators to steer policy, current 
strength in those indicators could result in the Fed being too restrictive for too 
long. In other words, the possibility for a policy error has increased. 

Prognosticating the various landing outcomes is also complicated by the 
mixed signals the bond and equity markets are sending. On one hand, the 
equity market remains resilient. By contrast, the bond market has been 
sending a recession signal for months. As Illustration 10 depicts, the 2s/10s 
spread is the most inverted it has been since the early 1980s. Yield curve 
inversions have had a favorable track record of presaging a recession. The 
signaling from the equity market is less clear and can be problematic. As 
observed in Illustration 11, the equity market can rally even after a recession 

begins. Often, the market does not bottom until it is well into a recession. 
Therefore, watching for recessionary signals from the bond market is likely 
more prudent. 

Some market observers will point to the mid-1990s as an example of a 
successful Fed campaign that resulted in a soft landing. Indeed, it was one 
of the only examples in recent history where the Fed managed to avert a 
recession. In contrast to the current backdrop, the Fed was preemptive, 
and embarked on a tightening campaign before inflation got out of control. 
Essentially, the Fed was ahead of the curve. Preemption not only allowed the 
Fed to meet its objective, but also provided Fed officials with policy flexibility 
to shift course. Today, the Fed is playing catch-up. Consequently, policy has 
become too restrictive too fast, and the Fed is left with fewer policy options, 
which increases the probability of a hard landing.

Final Thoughts

Current developments in the banking sector are another example of why trying 
to diagnose the current backdrop is fraught with speculation. We continue to 
be amazed by the overreaction of market participants to the perpetual news 
flow. This is precisely why we believe that approaching this environment from 
a bottom-up fundamental perspective is vital. Very few (if any) investors have 
an advantage as it pertains to macro developments, in our view. Therefore, 
we continue to believe that a disciplined, bottom-up investment approach 
is not only critical in periods of uncertainty but will yield better risk-adjusted 
results for clients over the long term.

Given the circumstances, it is befitting to end with a quote from a legendary 
investor that prompted many of us to pursue a career in this dynamic industry. 

“In the old legend the wise men finally boiled down the history of mortal affairs 
into a single phrase: ‘This too will pass.’” – Benjamin Graham

Source: Morningstar Direct. As of March 31, 2023. Data compiled and analyzed by Sycamore Capital. Index level price returns are used for performance. Analysis for S&P 500® Index 
begins with the first full year of daily prices.

Recession 
Start Date

Recession 
End Date

Trough Date
Days from 

Start to Trough
Total Days

in Recession

% of Recession
Occurring Before 

S&P 500® Bottomed

9/1/1929 3/31/1933 6/1/1932 1,004 1,307 77%

6/1/1937 6/30/1938 3/31/1938 303 394 77%

3/1/1945 10/31/1945 3/26/1945 25 244 10%

12/1/1948 10/31/1949 6/13/1949 194 334 58%

8/1/1953 5/31/1954 9/14/1953 44 303 15%

9/1/1957 4/30/1958 10/22/1957 51 241 21%

5/1/1960 2/28/1961 10/25/1960 177 303 58%

1/1/1970 11/30/1970 5/26/1970 145 333 44%

12/1/1973 3/31/1975 10/3/1974 306 485 63%

2/1/1980 7/31/1980 3/27/1980 55 181 30%

8/1/1981 11/30/1982 8/12/1982 376 486 77%

8/1/1990 3/31/1991 10/11/1990 71 242 29%

4/1/2001 11/30/2001 9/21/2001 173 243 71%

1/1/2008 6/30/2009 3/9/2009 433 546 79%

3/1/2020 4/30/2020 3/23/2020 22 60 37%

Illustration 11: S&P 500® Index Lows During Recessionary Periods

On behalf of the Sycamore Capital team, we wish you and your families a happy and healthy spring.
We appreciate the continued trust that you have placed in us.
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A N N U A L I Z E D  R E T U R N S

Investment Performance (%) QTR YTD 1-YR 3-YR 5-YR 10-YR
Since  

Inception*
Expense Ratio

Gross Net

A Shares (without sales charge) 1.65 1.65 -1.62 25.64 10.30 11.65 10.20 0.90 0.90

A Shares (with max. sales charge 5.75%) -4.20 -4.20 -7.28 23.18 9.00 10.99 9.92 0.90 0.90

Russell Midcap® Value Index 1.32 1.32 -9.22 20.69 6.54 8.80 —

Source: Citi. Returns are calculated and stated in U.S. dollars.  
*Since inception results are as of the Fund’s inception date, May 5, 2000.

Top Contributors (%) Top Holdings (%)

Skyworks Solutions, Inc. 0.4 Sysco Corp. 1.9

BorgWarner Inc. 0.4 Cooper Companies, Inc. 1.8

Reliance Steel & Aluminum Co. 0.2 Textron Inc. 1.8

Aptiv PLC 0.2 Ross Stores, Inc. 1.8

Cooper Companies, Inc. 0.2 BorgWarner Inc. 1.8

Top Detractors (%) Yum! Brands, Inc. 1.7

Zions Bancorp. -0.6 Lamar Advertising Co. 1.7

Alexandria Real Estate Equities, Inc. -0.2 MAXIMUS, Inc. 1.7

Prosperity Bancshares, Inc. -0.2 Quest Diagnostics Inc. 1.6

Leidos Holdings, Inc. -0.2 Progressive Corp. 1.6

Allstate Corp. -0.2

Source: FactSet.

Carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges 
and expenses before investing. To obtain a prospectus or summary 
prospectus containing this and other important information, visit 
www.vcm.com/prospectus. Read it carefully before investing. 

All investing involves risk, including potential loss of principal.

Investments in mid-cap companies typically exhibit higher volatility. 
International investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable 
fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted 
accounting principles or from economic or political instability in other nations. 
The fund is also subject to liquidity risk, which is the risk that the Adviser 
may not be able to sell a security at an advantageous time or price, which 
may adversely affect the Fund. The value of your investment is also subject 
to geopolitical risks such as wars, terrorism, environmental disasters, and 
public health crises; the risk of technology malfunctions or disruptions; and 
the responses to such events by governments and/or individual companies.

The Russell Midcap® Value Index is a market-capitalization-weighted index 
that measures the performance of Russell Midcap® Index companies with 
relatively lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth. Index 
returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual Fund 
performance. Index performance does not reflect management fees, 
transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot 
invest directly in an index. Past performance does not guarantee future 
results.

Fund holdings are subject to change and should not be considered 
purchase recommendations. There is no assurance that the securities 
mentioned remain in the Fund’s portfolio or that securities sold have not been 
repurchased. Top holdings do not reflect cash, money market instruments 
or options/futures contracts holdings. The most currently available data 
regarding portfolio holdings can be found on our website, www.vcm.com.

The opinions are as of the date noted and are subject to change at any time 
due to changes in market or economic conditions. The comments should 
not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market 
sectors, but as an illustration of broader themes. 

Contributors and Detractors Source: FactSet. The contributors and 
detractors mentioned are presented to illustrate examples of the Fund’s 
investments and may not be representative of the Fund’s current or future 
investments. Percentages shown are for the most recent quarter. 

The information in this article is based on data obtained from recognized 
services and sources and is believed to be reliable. Any opinions, projections 
or recommendations in this report are subject to change without notice and 
are not intended as individual investment advice. The securities highlighted, 
if any, were not intended as individual investment advice. 

Distributed by Victory Capital Services, Inc., an affiliate of Victory Capital 
Management Inc., the Fund’s investment adviser.
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Past performance does not guarantee future results. The 
performance quoted represents past performance and current 
performance may be lower or higher. The investment return and 
principal value will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when 
redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost. To 
obtain performance information current to the most recent month-
end, visit www.vcm.com. 

Returns include reinvestment of dividends and capital gains. Performance 
for periods greater than one year are annualized. 

Other share classes are available.

Net expense ratio reflects the contractual waiver and/or reimbursement of 
management fees through (October 31, 2023).
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